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ABOUT K. MICHELLE 

“One night, out of boredom, I was searching for handbags online, and started sketching 

designs, and by the end of the night or the next morning, I had sketched over 10 pages of 

designs, and I said this is it; this is the beginning.” 

K. Michelle Collection was born that night, a casual-chic luxury brand created for the confident, 

fashion-forward woman who seeks a classic style in a high-fashion arena. This collection is 

designed to seamlessly transition a woman from casual Friday to girls-night-out.  

Don’t let the inception of the K. Michelle Collection fool you, though. K. Michelle did not 

become a designer on a whim. The creative mind of a designer was present in this Southern 

Georgia gal at an early age. As a young girl, she would secretly strip fabric from her mother’s 

dresses and redesign them to fit her Barbie dolls. It was mischief with a mission. The visual 

aesthetic of fashion wasn’t the only thing that interested K. Michelle; she found a fascination 

with the ideas behind it. 

“I wanted to know what was behind these images of fashion, so it has always been the 

conceptual content that has driven my passion.” 

Her design aesthetic developed from an admiration of contemporary art.  That admiration 

fused with her observation that many women share the same love for fashion but each woman 

has a unique character. 

"I am an observer of a woman’s personal style, how she merchandises her handbag with her 

shoes, and accessories. She is the stylist.”  

K. Michelle Collection is a brand ‘Defined by Character.’ Each handbag is designed with classic 

silhouettes and punctuated by contemporary style elements that give it definition. Hardware, 

color, and texture detail take those classic silhouettes and give them character. That character 

defines the handbags much like the character of the woman defines the K. Michelle wearer. 

The way she walks, the way she talks, the way she thinks, the way she laughs are all 

characteristics of her personality and individuality--all elements of her character that make her 

who she is. And when that woman dons a K. Michelle piece she is complementing her 

personality with an item that not only represents her style but represents who she is: a woman 

‘Defined by Character.’ 

K. Michelle collection will be sold exclusively at upscale boutiques worldwide. In addition to 

handbags, K. Michelle will soon offer luggage, outerwear, dresses, and accessories. 


